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APPLICATIONS FOR REGISTRATION OF TRADE MARKS

Pursuant to section 17 of the Trade Marks Ordinance notice is hereby given that applications have been received for registration of the following Trade Marks. Any person who has grounds of opposition to the registration of any of the marks advertised herein may within three months from the date hereof give notice to the Registrar of such opposition.

Such notice must be in writing and in duplicate and set out grounds of opposition.

WYKAMOL

12654—Chemical substances used for the destruction of boring insects. RICHARDSON & STARLING LIMITED, a British Company, 21 Hyde Street, Winchester, Hampshire, England; Manufacturers and Merchants.

14th March, 1962.

INTOX

12663—Chemical substances used for agricultural, horticultural, veterinary, and sanitary purposes. SANDOZ A.G. (SANDOZ S.A.) (SANDOZ LTD.), 60 Fabrikstrasse/35 Lichtstrasse, Basle, Switzerland.

26th March, 1962.

ULTRAPEN

12781—Veterinary preparations. CHAS. PFIZER & CO. INC., 11 Bartlett Street, Brooklyn, City and State of New York, United States of America.


DIMECRON

12793—“Chemical preparations and substances used in agriculture, horticulture, viticulture and arboriculture; insecticides”, CIBA LIMITED, Basle, Switzerland; Manufacturers.


LEVAMID

12954—Chemical products for industrial purposes, viz. sedimentation accelerator. FARBENFABRIKEN BAYER AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT, Leverkusen-Bayerwerk; Manufacturers/ Merchants.

9th May, 1962.

LEPTOVAX

12802—All goods included in the class. THE WELLCOME FOUNDATION LIMITED (a British Company), The Wellcome Building, 183/193 Euston Road, London, N.W.1, England; Manufacturers/Merchants.

2nd February, 1962.
Registration of this Trade Mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words “The Worm Expeller”.


2nd February, 1962

LOGOL

12817—Chemical substances used for agricultural, horticultural, veterinary, and sanitary purposes. KAPUTIN LIMITED also trading as ALEX PARSONS, Alex Parsons Works, Boardman Street, Oldham, Lancashire, England; Manufacturing Chemists.

16th February, 1962

DALAPON

12884—Chemical products for use in agriculture and horticulture, weed killing compositions, herbicides, weedicides, parasiticides, preparations for destroying vermin. THE DOW CHEMICAL COMPANY, (a Corporation of the State of Delaware), City of Midland; State of Michigan, U.S.A.; Manufacturers.

13th April, 1962

MEDICOL

12874—Antiseptics and disinfectants. JEYES' SANITARY COMPOUNDS COMPANY LIMITED, a British Company, 31 River Road, Barking, Essex, England; Manufacturers and Merchants.

9th April, 1962

12887—Chemical products used in agriculture, horticulture and forestry, preparations for killing weeds and destroying vermin. SCHERING AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT (abbrev.: SCHERING A.G.) (a joint-stock Company), 170-172, Muellerstrasse, Berlin N65 (Western), Germany; Manufacturers Merchants.

13th April, 1962
BANOCIDE
18th April, 1962.

LAROVICAL
12899—Chemical substances used for agricultural, horticultural, veterinary and sanitary purposes. ROCHE PRODUCTS LIMITED, 40 Broadwater Road, Welwyn Garden City, Hertfordshire, England; Manufacturers.
19th April, 1962.

ROVISOL
12900—Vitamin preparations for animal feeding and veterinary purposes. ROCHE PRODUCTS LIMITED, 40 Broadwater Road, Welwyn Garden City, Hertfordshire, England; 19th April, 1962.

CLASS 3

Asthmolysine
12402—Chemical substances prepared for use in medicine and pharmacy. DR KADE PHARMAZUTISCHER FABRIK G.M.B.H. Berlin So 36 Erkelenzdamm 3 (US-Sector), Germany.

Posterisan forte

PITOCIN
12657—Chemical substances prepared for use in medicine and pharmacy. PARKE, DAVIS & COMPANY (a Corporation organised and existing under the laws of the State of Michigan, United States of America), Foot of Joseph Campau Avenue, At the River, Detroit 32 Michigan, United States of America; Manufacturing Chemists.

CAMOQUIN
12658—Chemical substances prepared for use in medicine and pharmacy. PARKE, DAVIS & COMPANY (a Corporation organised and existing under the laws of the State of Michigan, United States of America), Foot of Joseph Campau Avenue, At the River, Detroit 32 Michigan, United States of America; Manufacturing Chemists.

NEKO
12659—Medicated soap for human use. PARKE, DAVIS & COMPANY (a Corporation organised and existing under the laws of the State of Michigan, United States of America), Foot of Joseph Campau Avenue, At the River, Detroit 32 Michigan, United States of America; Manufacturing Chemists.

ROVISOL
12659—Vitamin preparations for animal feeding and veterinary purposes. ROCHE PRODUCTS LIMITED, 40 Broadwater Road, Welwyn Garden City, Hertfordshire, England; 19th April, 1962.

TRIOSTAM
16th March, 1962.

JUNIVITE
12661—Pharmaceutical tonic preparations. BOOTS PURE DRUG COMPANY LIMITED, 37 Station Street, Nottingham, England; Chemists and Druggists.
16th March, 1962.

THALAX
12665—Chemical substances prepared for use in medicine and pharmacy. THE UNITED AFRICA COMPANY LIMITED, a British Company, United Africa House, Blackfriars Road, London S.E.1., Import and Export Merchants.
26th March, 1962.
TANDERLL

12694—All goods included in the class. J. B. GEIGY s. A., Basle 16 Switzerland, a Swiss Societe Anonyme.

MEDRO-CORDEX

12723—Chemical substances prepared for use in medicine and pharmacy. THE UPJOHN COMPANY, 7000 Portage Road, Kalamazoo, Michigan, United States of America.
27th February, 1962.

MEDRONE

12722—Chemical substances prepared for use in medicine and pharmacy. THE UPJOHN COMPANY, 7000 Portage Road, Kalamazoo, Michigan, United States of America.
27th February, 1962.

ASTRA

12728—Chemical substances prepared for use in medicine and pharmacy. AKTIEBOLAGET Astra, Apotekarnes Kemiska Fabriker (a Joint Stock Company organised under the laws of Sweden), Sodertalje, Sweden; Manufacturers.

RINGTABBS

12734—Chemical substances prepared for use in medicine and pharmacy. PFIZER PRODUCTS LIMITED, 11/12 Industrial Layout, Aba, Eastern Nigeria.
26th March, 1962.

KURAMO

12735—Chemical substances prepared for use in medicine and pharmacy. PFIZER PRODUCTS LIMITED, 11/12 Industrial Layout, Aba, Eastern Nigeria.
26th March, 1962.
The application is limited to the colours White, Blue and Orange as shown in the representation on the form of application.

The blank spaces in the mark shall, when the mark is in use be occupied only by matter of wholly descriptive and non trade character.

12773—Medicinal and pharmaceutical preparations BEECHAM PHARMACEUTICALS LIMITED trading also as the VENO DRUG COMPANY, Westfield Street, St. Helens, Lancashire, England; Manufacturers.


To be associated with Trade Marks Numbers 11359 and 11371.

Registration of this Trade Mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the device of a bottle and numerals “550”.

12775—All goods included in the class. LAZARUS AMOGU KALU OTA, 10 Ehi Road, Aba.

30th October, 1961.

12778—Chemical substances prepared for use in medicine and pharmacy. OLIN MATHIESON CHEMICAL CORPORATION, a Company incorporated according to the laws of the State of Virginia in the United States of America, 460 Park Avenue, New York 22, New York.

7th November, 1961.

12779—Chemical substances prepared for use in Medicine and pharmacy. CHAS. PFIZER & CO. INC., a Corporation organised and existing under the laws of the State of Delaware, United States of America, 11 Bartlett Street, Brooklyn City and State of New York, United State of America.

MEXAFORM

12787—Chemical substances prepared for use in medicine and pharmacy. CIBA LIMITED, Basle, Switzerland; Manufacturers.


DIANABOL

12788—Chemical substances prepared for use in medicine and pharmacy. CIBA LIMITED, Basle, Switzerland; Manufacturers.


PRIVINE

12789—Chemical substances prepared for use in medicine and pharmacy. CIBA LIMITED, Basle, Switzerland; Manufacturers.


ANTISTIN

12786—Chemical substances prepared for use in medicine and pharmacy. CIBA LIMITED, Basle, Switzerland; Manufacturers.


OTRIVIN

12790—Chemical substances prepared for use in medicine and pharmacy. CIBA LIMITED, Basle, Switzerland; Manufacturers.


(WELLCOVAX)

12805—All goods included in the class. THE WELCOME FOUNDATION LIMITED, a British Company, The Wellcome Building, 183/193 Euston Road, London, N.W. 1, England; Manufacturers/Merchants.

2nd February, 1962.

(SAME AS 12802)

12806—All goods included in the class. THE WELCOME FOUNDATION LIMITED, a British Company, The Wellcome Building, 183/193 Euston Road, London, England; Manufacturers/Merchants.

2nd February, 1962.

LEPTOVAX-PLUS

12807—All goods included in the class. THE WELCOME FOUNDATION LIMITED, a British Company, The Wellcome Building, 183/193 Euston Road, London, N.W. 1, England; Manufacturers/Merchants.

2nd February, 1962.

SUNDAY—SUNDAY

12814—All goods included in the class. THE WELCOME FOUNDATION LIMITED, a British Company, The Wellcome Building, 183/193 Euston Road, London, N.W. 1, England; Manufacturers/Merchants.

12th February, 1962.
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NARDIL
12821—Psychotherapeutic agent or psychic energizer. WARNER-LAMBERT PHARMACEUTICAL COMPANY (a Corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State of Delaware, United States of America), 201 Tabor Road, City of Morris Plains, State of Delaware, United States of America; Manufacturers.


ALBAMYCIN T
Registration of this Trade Mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the letter "T".

12825—Chemical substances prepared for use in medicine and pharmacy. THE UPJOHN COMPANY, 7000 Portage Road, Kalamazoo, Michigan, United States of America.

27th February, 1962.

KAOMYCIN
12826—Chemical substances prepared for use in medicine and pharmacy. THE UPJOHN COMPANY, 7000 Portage Road, Kalamazoo, Michigan, United States of America.

27th February, 1962.

(SAME AS 12781)
12830—Chemical substances prepared for use in medicine and pharmacy. CHAS. PFIZER & CO. INC., 11 Bartlett Street, Brooklyn, City and State of New York, United States of America.

1st March, 1962.

SYNALAR
12836—Chemical substances prepared for use in medicine and pharmacy. IMPERIAL CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES LIMITED, Imperial Chemical House, Millbank, London, S.W. 1, England; Manufacturers and Merchants.


ORISUL
12839—All goods included in the class. CIBALIMITED, Basle, Switzerland; Manufacturers and Merchants.

30th March, 1962.

GLUTAPHOS
12856—Chemical substances prepared for use in medicine and pharmacy. DR HEINZ HAURY, CHEMISCHE FABRIK, Munchen 13 Schleifer Beimer Street 343, Germany.

4th April, 1962.

SUSTETS
12857—Chemical substances prepared for use in medicine and pharmacy. AMERICAN CYANAMID COMPANY, a Corporation organized under the laws of the State of Maine, United States of America, 30 Rockefeller Plaza, City of New York, State of New York, United States of America; Manufacturers and Merchants.

4th April, 1962.

CARISOMA
12858—Medicinal and pharmaceutical preparations. CARTER PRODUCTS, INC., a Corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State of Maryland, United States of America, 2 Park Avenue, in the City of New York, State of New York, United States of America; Manufacturers and Merchants.

4th April, 1962.

HAURYDRIN
12859—Chemical substances prepared for use in medicine and pharmacy. DR HEINZ HAURY, CHEMISCHE FABRIK, Munchen 13 Schleifer Beimer Street 343, Germany.

4th April, 1962.

NAVIDREX
12791—Chemical substances prepared for use in medicine and pharmacy. CIBALIMITED, Basle, Switzerland; Manufacturers.
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12792—Chemical substances prepared for use in medicine and pharmacy. CIBA LIMITED, Basle, Switzerland; Manufacturers.


EFREX

12840—Pharmaceutical preparations for nasal administration. VANTOREX LIMITED trading as CHARNWOOD LABORATORIES (a Company organised under the laws of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland), 1 Morley Street, Loughborough, Leicestershire, England; Manufacturers.

30th March, 1962.

AMBRACYMYCIN

12846—Antibiotics included in the Class. LEFETIT S.P.A. (an Italian body corporate) via Roberto Lepetit 10 Italy; Manufacturers.

30th March, 1962.

ABBOTT

12848—Chemical substances prepared for use in medicine and pharmacy. ABBOTT LABORATORIES, 14 Street and Sheridan Road, North Chicago, Illinois, United States of America; Manufacturers and Merchants.

30th March, 1962.

SUBTOMAN HAURY

12855—Chemical substances prepared for use in medicine and pharmacy. DR HEINZ HAURY, CHEMISCHE FABRIK, Munchen 13 Schlei-Beimer Street 343, Germany.

4th April, 1962.

ELAN

12862—Chemical substances prepared for use in medicine and pharmacy. ABBOTT LABORATORIES, 14 Street and Sheridan Road, North Chicago, Illinois, United States of America; Manufacturers and Merchants.

4th April, 1962.

NEMAKOL


6th April, 1962.
URISTIX
12872—Chemical substances prepared for use in medicine and pharmacy and all goods included in the class. Ames Company, Inc., a Corporation of the State of Delaware, 819 McNaughton Avenue, in the City of Elkhart, State of Indiana, U.S.A.; Manufacturers.
9th April, 1962.

DEXTROTEST
9th April, 1962.

MAINSTAY
12875—Fish oils and by-products thereof prepared for use in medicine and pharmacy. Mar-Fleet Refining Company Limited, a Company organised and existing under the laws of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, St Andrew's Dock, Hull, England; Manufacturers.
9th April, 1962.

KETOSTIX
9th April, 1962.

PILOCURE
12877—Medicinal preparations. West African Chemists, Idumegbo Avenue, 199-201, LEB Shop, Lagos; Dispensing Pharmacists, Retail Chemists and wholesale Druggists.

LAXETTES
12878—Laxative preparations. Laxettes Proprietary Limited, a Company incorporated under the laws of the State of Victoria, 121 Cremorne Street, Richmond, Victoria, Australia; Manufacturers.
4th April, 1962.

HEMASTIX
12879—Chemical substances prepared for use in medicine and pharmacy and all goods included in the class. Ames Company, Inc., a Corporation of the State of Indiana, 819 McNaughton Avenue, City of Elkhart, State of Indiana, U.S.A.; Manufacturers.
9th April, 1962.

PLUS-PRIN
13th April, 1962.

GEVRITE
13th April, 1962.

LAXETTES PROPER-
12892—All goods included in the class. Lovens Kemøe Fabrik ved A. Kongsted, 11 Ballerup Byvej, Ballerup, Denmark; Manufacturers/Merchants.
19th April, 1962.

LAROXYL
12895—Chemical substances prepared for use in medicine and pharmacy. Roche Products Limited, 40 Broadwater Road, Welwyn Garden City, Hertfordshire, England; Manufacturers.
19th April, 1962.
RADONIL
12896—Chemical substances prepared for use in medicine and pharmacy. ROCHE PRODUCTS LIMITED, 40 Broadwater Road, Welwyn Garden City, Hertfordshire, England; Manufacturers. 19th April, 1962.

RIVOTRIL
12901—Chemical substances prepared for use in medicine and pharmacy. ROCHE PRODUCTS LIMITED, 40 Broadwater Road, Welwyn Garden City, Hertfordshire, England; Manufacturers. 19th April, 1962.

RADANIL
12897—Chemical substances prepared for use in medicine and pharmacy. ROCHE PRODUCTS LIMITED, 40 Broadwater Road, Welwyn Garden City, Hertfordshire, England; Manufacturers. 19th April, 1962.

KIRON
12909—Chemical preparations for use in medicine and pharmacy. SCHERING AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT (abbrev.: SCHERING A.G.) (a Joint-Stock Company), 170-172 Muellerstrasse, Berlin N 65 (Western), Germany; Manufacturers/Merchants. 13th April, 1962.

ANOVULAR
12910—Chemical substances prepared for use in medicine and pharmacy. SCHERING AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT (abbrev.: SCHERING A.G.) (a Joint-Stock Company), 170-172 Muellerstrasse, Berlin N 65 (Western), Germany; Manufacturers/Merchants. 13th April, 1962.

QUARZAN
12898—Chemical substances prepared for use in medicine and pharmacy. ROCHE PRODUCTS LIMITED, 40 Broadwater Road, Welwyn Garden City, Hertfordshire, England; Manufacturers. 19th April, 1962.

SCHERIPROCT
12911—Chemical substances prepared for use in medicine and pharmacy. SCHERING AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT (abbrev.: SCHERING A.G.) (a Joint-Stock Company), 170-172 Muellerstrasse, Berlin N 65 (Western), Germany; Manufacturers/Merchants. 13th April, 1962.

UPIXON
12928—Chemical substances prepared for use in medicine and pharmacy. FARBENFABRIKEN BAYER. AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT, Leverkusen Baverwerk; Manufacturers/Merchants. 9th May, 1962.

BANOCIDE
MALAQUINE
12915—Chemical substances prepared for use in medicine and pharmacy. G.F. STARGARDT K.G., 50 Kleyerstr, Frankfurt/Main, Western Germany; Manufacturers Agent.

BESEROL
12918—Chemical substances prepared for use in medicine and pharmacy. WINTHROP PRODUCTS INC., a Corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State of Delaware, United States of America, 1450 Broadway, City and State of New York, United States of America; Manufacturers/Merchants.

ALLIGOA
12934—Chemical substances prepared for use in medicine and pharmacy. G.F. STARGARDT K.G., 50 Kleyerstr, Frankfurt/Main, Western Germany; Manufacturers Agent.

ASTHMACITIN
12935—Chemical substances prepared for use in medicine and pharmacy. G.F. STARGARDT K.G., 50 Kleyerstr, Frankfurt/Main, Western Germany; Manufacturers Agent.

TANDEERIL
12929—All goods included in the class. J. R. CEIGY S.A., Basle (Switzerland), 215 Schwarzwaldallee; Manufacturers/Merchants.

TRIGINTA
12930—Chemical substances prepared for use in medicine and pharmacy. G.F. STARGARDT K.G., 50 Kleyerstr, Frankfurt/Main, Western Germany; Manufacturers Agent.

CEEH CEEH CREAM
12931—Chemical substances prepared for use in medicine and pharmacy. G.F. STARGARDT K.G., 50 Kleyerstr, Frankfurt/Main, Western Germany; Manufacturers Agent.

GLUTAPURAN
12933—Chemical substances prepared for use in medicine and pharmacy. G.F. STARGARDT K.G., 50 Kleyerstr, Frankfurt/Main, Western Germany; Manufacturers Agent.

SAMARIN
12936—Fruit-salt. CHRISTIAN STEN STURE CEDERROTH trading as CEDERROTHS TEKNISKA FABRIK, STURE CEDERROTH, a Swedish subject, Sorterargatan 2, Vallingby 1, Sweden; Manufacturers.
The applicant admits that the devices of children and bottle are common to the trade in medicinal and pharmaceutical products.

The English translation of the word "ASANLAIYE" is "WORLD IS VANITY".

Registration of this Trade Mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words "OMOWUNMI & MIXTURE".

ASANLAIYE TRADING STORES
81, AGBENI STREET
Box 650 - IBADAN

The applicant admits that the devices of children and bottle are common to the trade in medicinal and pharmaceutical products.

The English translation of the word "ASANLAIYE" is "WORLD IS VANITY".

Registration of this Trade Mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the letters P.B.T., and the words Pure Blood Tonic.

2nd August, 1962.

12956—Medicinal and pharmaceutical products and all goods included in the class. DAVID AYOADE OGUNSANDE trading as ASANLAIYE TRADING STORES, 81 Agbeni Street, P.O. Box 650, Ibadan.

2nd August, 1962.
12664—Refined Coal Tar, Creosote, Creosote Oil and pitch. TAR RESIDUALS LIMITED, Plantation House, Mincing Lane, London, E.C.3, England; Manufacturers and Merchants.
16th March, 1962.

CLASS 5

12770—Washing machines and spindriers, fans, beating, brushing and polishing machines and apparatus, parts and fittings of all the aforesaid articles. N.V. PHILIPS’ GLOELAMPENFABRIKEN, Emmansingel 29, Eindhoven, The Netherlands; Manufacturers/ Merchants.
17th June, 1961.

CLASS 6

22nd February, 1962.

12939—All goods included in the class. TITAN EISENWARENFABRIK GmbH, a German Company, Winterbergstr. 6, Schwelm/ Westfalen, Germany; Manufacturers.
4th April, 1962.

12860—All goods included in the class. TITAN EISENWARENFABRIK GmbH, a German Company, Winterbergstr. 6, Schwelm/ Westfalen, Germany; Manufacturers.
4th April, 1962.

12776—Lathes and parts, and fittings therefor.
COLCHESTER LATHE COMPANY LIMITED, 600 Wood Lane, Shepherds Bush, London, W. 12 and Hythe, Colchester Essex.

The applicants admit that the Trade Mark shall be used only on goods that are manufactured in Colchester.
Registration of this Trade Mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words “THE WORLD TURNS” on Colchester Lathes.
CREDA

12809—Rotary ironers, plate ironers, washing machines, spin dryers, tumble dryers, dish washing machines, suction cleaners, polishers, sweepers, food mixing and preparing machines, refrigerators. SIMPLEX ELECTRIC CO. LTD., a British Company, Creda Works, Grindley Lane, Blythe Bridge, Stoke on Trent, Stafford, England.

7th February, 1962.

(Same as 12815)

Applicants admit that registration of this Trade Mark shall not debar others from the bona fide use in the ordinary course, of trade of the word "PINS" or "PAK". In its ordinary significance and apart from the mark.

12816—Machines for manufacturing paper containers from preformed blanks, machines for manufacturing paper containers, portions and individual parts of such machines and all other goods included in the class. EX-CELL-O CORPORATION, a Corporation organized under the laws of the State of Michigan, United States of America, 1200 Oakman Boulevard, in the City of Detroit, State of Michigan, United States of America; Manufacturers and Merchants.

12th February, 1962.

EXPRESS

12905—Machinery of all kinds and parts of machinery, except agricultural and horticultural machines included in the class. THE EXPRESS LIFT COMPANY LIMITED, a British Company, Greycoat Street, London, S.W.1, England.

10th April, 1962.

NAUMANN

12850—Sewing machines, sewing machine spare parts and sewing machine accessories. VEB NAHMASCHINENWERK WITTENBERGE, a nationally owned organisation, Bad-Wilsnacker-Strasse 48, Wittenberg (Pritzau) Germany; Manufacturers.

30th March, 1962.

SCHAUB—LORENZ

12958—All goods included in the class. STANDARD ELEKTRIK LORENZ AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT (a Joint Stock Company organised under the laws of Germany), Hellmuth-Hirth-Strasse 42, Stuttgart-Zuffenhauen, Germany; Manufacturers.

5th April, 1962.

Class 7

HAKOrette

12794—Machines for agriculture, horticulture and forestry culture driven by motor or animal and parts of such machines, especially rotary hoes, ploughs, cultivators, harrows, rollers, sowing machines, reapers, apparatus for spraying or scattering of insecticides and fertilizers with containers and pumps thereto, hay makers, hedging shears, snow ploughs. HAKO HANS KNOCH & SOHN, Bad Oldesloe uber, Hamburg.

26th January, 1962.

HAKO

12795—Machines for agriculture, horticulture and forestry culture driven by motor or animal and parts of such machines, especially rotary hoes, ploughs, cultivators, harrows, rollers, sowing machines, reapers, apparatus for spraying or scattering of insecticides and fertilizers with containers and pumps thereto, hay makers, hedging shears, snow ploughs. HAKO HANS KNOCH & SOHN, Bad Oldesloe uber, Hamburg.

26th January, 1962.

HAKOmatic

12796—Machines for agriculture, horticulture and forestry culture driven by motor or animal and parts of such machines, especially rotary hoes, ploughs, cultivators, harrows, rollers, sowing machines, reapers, apparatus for spraying or scattering of insecticides and fertilizers with containers and pumps thereto, hay makers, hedging shears, snow ploughs. HAKO HANS KNOCH & SOHN, Bad Oldesloe uber, Hamburg.

26th January, 1962.

Class 8

(Same as 12717)

12718—Apparatus employing applied stresses or strains for testing materials. W. &. T. AVERY LIMITED, a British Company, Soho Foundry, Birmingham 40, England; Manufacturers.

22nd February, 1962.
12732—All goods included in the class. MCA INC., a Corporation organised under the laws of the State of Delaware, 9370 Santa Monica Boulevard, Beverly Hills, State of California, United States of America.

16th March, 1962.

12756—Batteries. KEWALRAM JHATMAL, 9 Ereko Street, Lagos; Nigeria; Importers and Wholesalers of Textiles and General Merchandise.


(SAME AS 12770)

12772—Apparatus and articles for radio, television, telegraphy, telephony reproducing and amplifying sounds and parts thereof. N.V. PHILIPS' GLOBLAMPENFABRIKEN, Emmasingel 29, Eindhoven, The Netherlands; Manufacturers/Merchants.

17th June, 1961.

12849—All goods included in the class. THE RANK ORGANISATION LIMITED, 38 South Street, London, W.1, England; Manufacturers and Merchants.

30th March, 1962.

(SAME AS 12905)

12907—Philosophical instruments, scientific instruments, and apparatus for useful purposes. THE EXPRESS LIFT COMPANY LIMITED, a British Company, Greycoat Street, London, S.W.1; England.

10th April, 1962.

12920—Electrical and electronic apparatus and instruments, electrical and electronic timing devices, electrical circuits and parts of same including batteries; scientific, mathematical and measuring instruments, apparatus and devices, including radio and television apparatus, precision instruments, sonic and microsonic devices and apparatus. BULOVA WATCH COMPANY LIMITED, a Corporation incorporated under the Companies Act of Canada, 327 Bay Street, City of Toronto, Province of Ontario, Canada; Manufacturers and Merchants.

26th April, 1962.

12921—Electrical and electronic apparatus and instruments, electrical and electronic timing devices, electrical circuits and parts of same including batteries; scientific, mathematical and measuring instruments, apparatus and devices, including radio and television apparatus, precision instruments, sonic and microsonic devices and apparatus. BULOVA WATCH COMPANY LIMITED, a Corporation incorporated under the Companies Act of Canada, 372 Bay Street, City of Toronto, Province of Ontario, Canada; Manufacturers and Merchants.

26th April, 1962.

12923—Philosophical instruments, scientific instruments, and apparatus for useful purposes. Instruments and apparatus for teaching. THE GRAMOPHONE COMPANY LIMITED, Blyth Road, Hayes, Middlesex, England.

5th May, 1962.

12925—Philosophical instruments, scientific instruments, and apparatus for useful purposes. Instruments and apparatus for teaching. COLUMBIA GRAMOPHONE COMPANY LIMITED, Blyth Road, Hayes, Middlesex, England.

7th May, 1962.
MAGIG NOTES

12926—Philosophical instruments, scientific instruments and apparatus for useful purposes. Instruments and apparatus for teaching.
COLUMBIA GRAMOPHONE COMPANY LIMITED, Blyth Road, Hayes, Middlesex, England.

7th May, 1962.

His MASTER'S VOICE.

12950—Philosophical instruments, scientific instruments and apparatus for useful purposes. Instruments and apparatus for teaching.
THE GRAMOPHONE COMPANY LIMITED, Blyth Road, Hayes, Middlesex, England.

5th May, 1962.

(CAME AS 12958)

12959—All goods included in the class. STANDARD ELEKTOR LORENZ AKTIONSGESELLSCHAFT (a Joint Stock Company organised under the laws of Germany), Hellmuth-Hirth-Strasse 42, Stuttgart-Zuffenhausen, Germany; Manufacturers.

5th April, 1962.

BULOVA

12960—Electrical and electronic apparatus and instruments, electrical and electronic timing devices, electrical circuits and parts of same, including batteries; scientific, mathematical and measuring instruments apparatus and devices, including radio and television apparatus, precision instruments, sonic and microsonic devices and apparatus.
BULOVA WATCH COMPANY LIMITED, a Corporation incorporated under the Companies Act of Canada, 372 Bay Street, City of Toronto, Province of Ontario, Canada; Manufacturers and Merchants.

26th April, 1962.

CLASS 10
(SAME AS 12920)

12919—Horological instruments and apparatus, timepieces, timing and timekeeping apparatus and instruments, watches, watch movements, watch dials and parts and accessories of the same, including mechanically, electrically, electronically and sonically operated movements for such apparatus and instruments.
BULOVA WATCH COMPANY LIMITED, a Corporation incorporated under the Companies Act of Canada, 372 Bay Street, City of Toronto, Province of Ontario, Canada; Manufacturers and Merchants.

26th April, 1962.

(CAME AS 12921)

12922—Horological instruments and apparatus, timepieces, timing and timekeeping apparatus and instruments, watches, watch cases, watch movements, watch dials and parts and accessories of the same, including mechanically, electrically, electronically and sonically operated movements for such apparatus and instruments.
BULOVA WATCH COMPANY LIMITED, a Corporation incorporated under the Companies Act of Canada, 372 Bay Street, City of Toronto, Province of Ontario, Canada; Manufacturers and Merchants.

26th April, 1962.

CODOSA

12784—Watches and parts thereof. AD. ALLEMMANN SOHN A.G. ROSIERES WATCH, AD. ALLEMMANN FILS S.A. ROSIERES WATCH, AD. ALLEMMANN SON LIMITED ROSIERES WATCH, Hauptstrasse 13, Welschenrohr (Solothurn), Switzerland; Manufacturers and Merchants.


SECRET

12785—Watches and parts thereof. AD. ALLEMMANN SOHN A.G. ROSIERES WATCH, AD. ALLEMMANN FILS S.A. ROSIERES WATCH, AD. ALLEMMANN SON LIMITED ROSIERES WATCH, Hauptstrasse 13, Welschenrohr (Solothurn), Switzerland; Manufacturers and Merchants.

CLASS 11

The box of this trade mark shall be limited to blue colour. Registration of this trade mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the device of a cross.

12963—Sanitary towels and all goods included in the class. SAWU AYINDE SULE trading as Owo Brothers, 10C, Okoy Street, Lagos; Trader.

8th August, 1962.

CLASS 12

LION BRAND

12783—Cutlery and edge tools. SPINX, spojene smaltovny, narodni podnik, a National Corporation duly established and existing under the laws of Czechoslovakia, Porici 1/3 Brno, Czechoslovakia; Manufacturers and Merchants.

10th January, 1962.

CLASS 13

COBALARC

12823—Electrodes for use in electric arc welding. COBALIDE (INDUSTRIAL) PTY. LIMITED (a Company incorporated under the Laws of the State of New South Wales), 85 Victoria Street, Alexandria, near Sydney, in the State of New South Wales, Commonwealth of Australia; Manufacturers.


CLASS 17

„Miss Sunbeam”

12949—Hair pins, hair-grips and hair-fasteners. WILLIAM FRYMWERES KOMMANDITGESSELLSCHAFT, a German Kommanditgesellschaft, Stolberg, Rheinland, Germany; Manufacturers and Merchants.

9th April, 1962.

CLASS 18

KENTILE

12729—Prepared coverings in tile and other forms for floor, walls and other interior and exterior surfaces of buildings and all other goods included in the class. KENTILE, INC., a Corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State of New York, 58 Second Avenue, Brooklyn, State of New York, United States of America; Manufacturers.


STRAMIT

12890—Manufactures from minerals and other substances for building or decoration. TOMO TRADING COMPANY LIMITED, Packet Boat Dock, Cowley Peachey, Uxbridge, Middlesex, England.

18th April, 1962.
(SAME AS 12770)
12771—Electric household apparatus and appliances, particularly refrigerators, vacuum cleaner, flat irons, toasters, kitchen ranges, heating apparatus, cookers and parts thereof. N.V. PHILIPS' GLOEILAMPENFABRIKEN, Emmasingel 29 Eindhoven, the Netherlands; Manufacturers/Merchants.
17th June, 1961

(SAME AS 12809)
12811—Electric heating apparatus, electric cooking apparatus, electric fires and firebars, electric drying appliances, electric heated storage bins and component parts for the said goods. SIMPLEX ELECTRIC CO. LTD., a British Company, Creda Works, Grindley Lane, Blythe Bridge, Stoke on Trent, Stafford, England.
7th February, 1962.

VANITORY
12952—Wash hand-basin units being parts of water-supply installations. FORMICA INTERNATIONAL LIMITED, De la Rue House, 84/86 Regent Street, London, W.1., England; Manufacturers and Merchants.
9th May, 1962.

CLASS 19
12516—Ammunition (non-explosive), projectiles (non-explosive) and parts thereof. VEB SPRENGSTOFFWERK 1, a Nationalised corporation organised under the Laws of Eastern Germany, 241 Magdeburger Strasse, Schonebeck (Elbe), Germany; Manufacturers and Merchants.

12668—Explosive substances, ammunition, projectiles and parts thereof and sodium azide. VEB SPRENGSTOFFWERK 1, a Nationalised corporation organised under the Laws of Eastern Germany, 241 Magdeburger Strasse, Schonebeck (Elbe), Germany; Manufacturers and Merchants.

CLASS 20
(SAME AS 12517)
12520—Explosives substances, ammunition, projectiles and parts thereof and sodium azide. VEB SPRENGSTOFFWERK 1, a Nationalised corporation organised under the Laws of Eastern Germany, 241 Magdeburger Strasse, Schonebeck (Elbe), Germany; Manufacturers and Merchants.

12724—Explosive substances. MESSRS. Voss & UMLAUT, 6 Raboisen, Hamburg; Merchants.
1st March, 1962.
CLASS 22

SOLEX

12913—Bicycles with auxiliary motors, their accessories and spare parts and all goods included in this class. SOLEX, Societe a responsabilite limitee, 190 avenue de Neuilly, Neuilly-sur-Seine (Seine).

24th April, 1962.

FERROSTAAAL

12768—Carriages. FERROSTAAAL A.G., Essen—Western Germany.


SCOUT

12938—Vehicles, trucks, parts, accessories and attachments and mechanisms suitable for attachment to the vehicle and/or driven from the power take-off of the vehicle, including winches, snow plows, mowers, post hole diggers and mechanisms for digging trenches. INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER COMPANY (a Corporation of New Jersey), 180 North Michigan Avenue, City of Chicago, State of Illinois, United States of America; Manufacturers and Merchants.

30th March, 1962.

CLASS 38


3rd April, 1962.

IENA

12697—All goods included in the class. COMPAGNIE FRANCAISE DE L’AFRIQUE OCCIDENTALE (a Societe Anonyme organised under the laws of France) 32 Courts Pierre Puget, Marseille, France; 75 Whitworth Street, Manchester, England; West African Merchants.

26th March, 1962.

SUMAVAN

12731—Articles of clothing. SUMAVAN (vyroba pansheho pradia, narodni podnik), Vempyrk, Czechoslovakia; Manufacturers/Merchants.

16th March, 1962.

DECENT BOYS SHOES

12757—Shoes. SAMUEL IFIMOUTH trading as MESSRS S. O. NWOYE IFIMOUTH BROSONS, 1 Francis Street, Onitsha; Importers & General Merchants.

19th July, 1962
Registration of this Trade Mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words "Decent Ladies Shoes".

12758—Shoes. SAMUEL IFIMOUTH trading as MESSRS S. O. NWONYE IFIMOUTH BROONS, 1 Francis Street, Onitsha; Importers & General Merchants.


The words AYAKAYA NAYIMO are invented words and have no meaning. Registration of this Trade Mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word "SANDAL" and a device of a Sandal.

12759—Shoes. SAMUEL IFIMOUTH trading as MESSRS S. O. NWONYE IFIMOUTH BROONS, 1 Francis Street, Onitsha; Importers & General Merchants.

3rd May, 1962.

**ROMEO**

12761—Articles of clothing. MESSRS J. T. CHANRAI & CO. (NIG.) LIMITED, 44 Marina, Lagos.

7th June, 1962.

**CHANRAITEX**

12763—Articles of clothing. MESSRS J. T. CHANRAI & CO. (NIG.) LIMITED, 44 Marina, Lagos.

7th June, 1962.

**ACCOUNTANT**

12762—Articles of clothing. MESSRS J. T. CHANRAI & CO. (NIG.) LIMITED, 44 Marina, Lagos.

7th June, 1962.

**REALISATION**

12765—Articles of clothing. MESSRS J. T. CHANRAI & CO. (NIG.) LIMITED, 44 Marina, Lagos.

7th June, 1962.
12798—Footwear of all kinds for men, women and children; and linings, fittings and inserts for footwear. GUSTAV HOFFMANN GESSELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRANKTER HAFTUNG, a Joint Stock Company organised under the Laws of Germany, Gustav Hoffmann Allee, Kleve, Germany; Manufacturers and Merchants. 29th January, 1962.

12813—Footwear of all kinds and all goods in the class. MANUFACTURE FRANCAISE DE CHAUSSURES, a Company incorporated under the French Laws, St. Pierre-Montlimart (Maine & Loire), France. 10th February, 1962.


12832—Shoes. MICHAEL MBA OSEKE, NICHOLAS OSEKE and VIC NWA OSEKE, trading as M. M. Osueke & Company, 81 Market Road, Aba; General Merchants. 12th March, 1962.

12800—Articles of clothing. CHATTALAS BROTHERS LIMITED, Post Office Box 124, Kano. 31st January, 1962.
12881—Articles of clothing. OBENI ADEYEMI ALAKATA trading as O. A. Alakata & Brothers, 7 Reclamation Road, P.O. Box 1104 Lagos; Trader.

12th April, 1962.

CLASS 39

12719—Pens, fountain pens, ball pointed pens, pencils, ball pointed pencils, office appliances. UNIVERSAL, via Cavour 1, Settimo Torinese, Italy; Manufacturers/Merchants.


Registration of this trade mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words “One Nigeria” and the device of Map of Nigeria.

Registration of this trade mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the device of a Ball Point Pen.

12764—Ball point pens and all goods included in the class. THOMAS ADEBOYE ONI trading as Orokegbin Trading Stores, 2 Pedro Street, Lagos, Nigeria; Importers and Manufacturers Representatives.

23rd June, 1962.

Applicants admit that registration of this trade mark shall not debar others from the bona fide use in the ordinary course of trade of the word 'pure' or 'pak' in its ordinary significance and apart from the mark.

12815—Cases, bottles, wrappers, and containers for comestibles made of papers, cardboard or paste board and all other goods included in the class. EX-CELL-O CORPORATION, a Corporation organized under the laws of the State of Michigan, United States of America, 1200 Oakman Boulevard, in the City of Detroit, State of Michigan, United States of America; Manufacturers and Merchants.

12th February, 1962.
Registration of this trade mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the device of the Map of "AFRICA AND THE LETTERS A.P.C."

12808—Stationery. AFRICAN PRODUCE CORPORATION LIMITED, 23 Ikorodu Road, Yaba, Lagos, Nigeria.

HARDTMUTH

12864—Pencils and other articles of stationery such as fountain and ball pens, ink, ink erasers, pencil and typewriter erasers, and materials for artists' and draughtsmen's use. L. & C. HARDTMUTH (GREAT BRITAIN) LIMITED (a British Company), 64 High Street, Epsom, Surrey, England; Manufacturers/Merchants.
4th April, 1962.

VERSATIL

12940—Stationery; artists' materials (other than colours or varnishes); writing, drawing and painting materials; modelling materials included in the class; typewriters and office requisites (other than furniture); duplicating and copying apparatus and duplicating and copying materials for office use; drawing rulers and set squares; parts and fittings for typewriters, copying and duplicating apparatus. BOHEMIA WORKS, NATIONAL CORPORATION, a National Corporation organised and existing under the laws of Czechoslovakia, Ceske Budejovice, Czechoslovakia; Manufacturers and Merchants.
9th April, 1962.

ASTRA

12942—Stationery; artists' materials (other than colours or varnishes); writing, drawing and painting materials; modelling materials included in the class; typewriters and office requisites (other than furniture); duplicating and copying apparatus and duplicating and copying materials for office use; drawing rulers and set squares; parts and fittings for typewriters, copying and duplicating apparatus. BOHEMIA WORKS, NATIONAL CORPORATION, a National Corporation organised and existing under the laws of Czechoslovakia, Ceske Budejovice, Czechoslovakia; Manufacturers and Merchants.
9th April, 1962.
**PROGRESSO**

12943—Stationery; artists' materials (other than colours or varnishes); writing, drawing and painting materials; modelling materials included in the class; typewriters and office requisites (other than furniture); duplicating and copying apparatus and duplicating and copying materials for office use; drawing rulers and set squares; parts and fittings for typewriters, copying and duplicating apparatus. BOHEMIA WORKS, NATIONAL CORPORATION, a National corporation organised and existing under the laws of Czechoslovakia, Ceske Budejovice, Czechoslovakia; Manufacturers and Merchants.

9th April, 1962.

**GOOD NEWS**

12695—Substances used as food or as ingredients in food. JOHN MACKINTOSH & SONS LIMITED, Albion Mills, Halifax, Yorkshire, England.

26th March, 1962.

**AFRICA STAR**

Registration of this Trade Mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word "AFRICA".

12810—Furniture and upholstery. VONO LIMITED, a British Company, Dudley Port, Tipton, in the County of Stafford, England.

7th February, 1962.

**GARI - PLUS**

12736—Substances used as food or as ingredients in food. PFIZER PRODUCTS LIMITED, 11/12 Industrial Layout, Aba, Eastern Nigeria.

26th March, 1962.
12837—Substances used as food or as ingredients in food. NIGERIAN OIL MILLS LIMITED, a Company
registered in Nigeria, 80/82 Victory Road, Kano.
7th November, 1961.

12777—Substances used as food or as ingredients in food. NIGERIAN OIL MILLS LIMITED, a Company
registered in Nigeria, 80/82 Victory Road, Kano.
7th November, 1961.

12799—Canned, frozen and processed food products; fish meal for poultry and animal food; fish meal for food for human consumption. STAR-KIST FOODS, INC., 582 Tuna Street, Terminal Island, State of California, United States of America; Canners and Merchants.

12824—Substances used as food or as ingredients in food. PFIZER PRODUCTS LIMITED, 11/12 Industrial Layout, Aba, Eastern Nigeria.
26th March, 1962.

12837—Substances used as food or as ingredients in food. PFIZER PRODUCTS LIMITED, 11/12 Industrial Layout, Aba, Eastern Nigeria.
26th March, 1962.

12819—All goods included in the class. DRAGOCO
SPZIALFABRIK KONZENTRIERTER REICH-UND
AROMASTROPS GERBERING UND COMPAGNIE
G.m.b.H (a Joint Stock Company organised and existing under the Laws of the Federal Republic of Germany), 1 Dragoco Strasse, Holzindien on the Weser, Germany; Manufacturers.

12844—Canned, frozen and processed food products. STAR-KIST FOODS, INC. (a Corporation organised and existing under the Laws of the State of California, United States of America), 582 Tuna Street, Terminal Island, State of California, United States of America; Canners and Merchants.
30th March, 1962.
DIXI COLA
12861—All goods included in the class. THE DIXI COLA COMPANY, a Corporation organised and existing under the laws of the State of Maryland, 19 East Lombard Street, Baltimore 2 Maryland, United States of America; Manufacturers/Merchants.
4th April, 1962.

MINUTE MAID
12893—All goods included in the class. THE COCA-COLA COMPANY, a Corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State of Delaware, United States of America, 515 Madison Avenue, City and State of New York, United States of America; Manufacturers/Merchants.
19th April, 1962.

LAROVICAL
12902—Substances used as food or as ingredients in food. ROCHE PRODUCTS LIMITED, 40 Broadway Road, Welwyn Garden City, Hertfordshire, England; Manufacturers.
19th April, 1962.
(SAME AS 12871)
12917—All goods included in the class. THE COCA-COLA COMPANY, a Corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State of Delaware, United States of America, 515 Madison Avenue, City and State of New York, United States of America; Manufacturers/Merchants.
19th April, 1962.

BROWN & POLSON
30th March, 1962.
CLASS 43

THE FOREST
12726—Ale, beer, stout and porter. WHITBREAD & COMPANY LIMITED (a British Company), Brewery, Chiswell Street, London, E.C.1., England; Brewers.
1st March, 1962.

MARIO
9th April, 1962.

CAMPARI
12822—Liquors. DAVIDE CAMPARI MILANO S.P.A., via Manzoni, 19—Milan, Italy; Manufacturers/Merchants.
1871th December, 1962  OFFICIAL GAZETTE EXTRAORDINARY

CLASS 44

(SAME AS 12893)

12801—Mineral and aerated waters, natural and artificial, including ginger beer. THE COCA-COLA COMPANY, a Corporation of the State of Delaware, 515, Madison Avenue, City of New York, State of New York, U.S.A.; Manufacturers.


(SAME AS 12861)

12863—All goods included in the class. THE DIXI COLA COMPANY, a Corporation organised and existing under the laws of the State of Maryland, 19 East Lombard Street, Baltimore 2, Maryland, United States of America; Manufacturers/Merchants.

4th April, 1962.

SNOW CROP

12871—Mineral and aerated waters, natural and artificial, including ginger beer. THE COCA-COLA COMPANY, a Corporation of the State of Delaware, 515, Madison Avenue, City of New York, State of New York, U.S.A.; Manufacturers.

9th April, 1962.

12727—Mineral and aerated waters, natural and artificial, including ginger beer. SCHWEPPES (OVERSEAS) LIMITED, Schweppes House, 1-4, Connaught Place, London, W., England; Aerated Water Manufacturers.

5th March, 1962.

12914—Mineral and aerated waters, natural and artificial, including ginger beer. ZICK-ZACK-WERK RUDOLF WILD, a firm established in accordance with the laws of Western Germany, Fabrikstrasse 2-4, Heidelberg-Eppelheim, Germany.

26th April, 1962.

The applicant admits that the mark will be used only in respect of goods produced in Scotland.

12831—Fermented liquors and spirits. CHIVAS BROTHERS LIMITED, 20 Renfield Street, Glasgow C.2., Scotland.


ROBKA

12834—Spiritus liquors. SIR ROBERT BURNETT & CO. LIMITED, The Distillery, Seagrove Road, Fulham, London, S.W.6, England; Distillers.

16th March, 1962.


13th April, 1962.

COSSACK

12932—Alcoholic liquors. SIR ROBERT BURNETT & CO. LIMITED, The Distillery, Seagrove Road, Fulham, London, S.W. 6, England; Distillers.

9th May, 1962.
12916—Mineral and aerated waters, natural and artificial, including ginger beer. ZICK-ZACK-WERK RUDOLF WILD, a firm established in accordance with the laws of Western Germany, Fabriliastasse 2-4, Heidelberg-Eppelheim, Germany.

26th April, 1962.

REMBRANDON

12662—Tobacco and all other goods in the class.

REMBRANDT TOBACCO CORPORATION (OVERSEAS) LIMITED, a Limited Liability Company organised and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the Republic of South Africa, Rembrandt Building, Bird Street, Stellenbosch, Cape, Republic of South Africa.


12691—All tobacco products.

THE AMERICAN TOBACCO COMPANY, a Corporation of the State of New Jersey, 150 East 42nd Street, City of New York, State of New York, U.S.A.

14th March, 1962.


27th February, 1962.

GOODWILL

12733—Tobacco whether manufactured or unmanufactured. NIGERIAN TOBACCO CO. LIMITED, 8 Tinubu Street, Lagos, Nigeria; Tobacco Manufacturers.

22nd March, 1962.


SNOW FLAKES

12865—Tobacco, whether manufactured or unmanufactured. Nigerian Tobacco Company Limited, 8 Tinubu Street, Lagos, Nigeria; Tobacco Manufacturers.
   4th April, 1962.

LEGATION

12889—Tobacco, whether manufactured or unmanufactured. Nigerian Tobacco Company Limited, 8 Tinubu Street, Lagos, Nigeria; Tobacco Manufacturers.
   17th April, 1962.

SENATE

12944—Tobacco, whether manufactured or unmanufactured. Nigerian Tobacco Company Limited, 8 Tinubu Street, Lagos, Nigeria; Tobacco Manufacturers.
   10th April, 1962.

CARTER HALL

   26th April, 1962.
The applicants disclaim the right to the exclusive use of the word "Filter" and the same will be varied by the substitution of other appropriate descriptive wording as and when necessary.

12946—Tobacco, whether manufactured or unmanufactured. KRISTINUS KOMMANDITGESellschaft, a limited partnership organised under German Law of which the personally responsible partners are Dr Friedrich Adolf Heinrich Kristinus, Maria Elisa Bach (née Ritter) and Wolfgang Ritter, 10 Karstrasse, Munich 2, West Germany.

16th April, 1962.

DUKE OF DURHAM

12947—Cigarettes. LIGETT & MYERS TOBACCO COMPANY (a Corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State of New Jersey, United States of America) 630 Fifth Avenue, New York, State of New York, United States of America; Manufacturers.

19th April, 1962.

CLASS 47

NORG CLOR

12827—Dry-cleaning concentrates, solvents and detergents; and all other preparations for laundry and dry-cleaning purposes included in the class. BORG-WARNER CORPORATION, a Corporation duly organised under the laws of the State of Illinois, 200 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago 4, Illinois, United States of America; Manufacturers.

27th February, 1962.

DIP

12829—Preparations made from plastics for use as substitutes for laundry starch. NICHOLAS OVERSEAS LIMITED, 225 Bath Road, Slough, Buckinghamshire, England; Manufacturers.

1st March, 1962.

ACE

12851—All goods included in the class. INDUSTRIAL SOAPS LIMITED, a British Company, City Soap Works, Green Bank, London, E.1., England; Merchants.

2nd April, 1962.

FEX

12852—Common soap, detergents, washing and bleaching preparations, and other preparations for laundry purposes. LEVER BROTHERS, PORT SUNLIGHT, LIMITED, Port Sunlight, Cheshire, England.

2nd April, 1962.

EXTRAL

12853—Common soap, detergents, washing and bleaching preparations, and other preparations for laundry purposes. LEVER BROTHERS, PORT SUNLIGHT, LIMITED, Port Sunlight, Cheshire, England.

2nd April, 1962.
12882—Oils for lighting, heating and lubricating; lubricating greases; industrial oils and greases (other than edible oils and fats and essential oils). CASTROL LIMITED, Castrol House, Marylebone Road, London, N.W. 1, England; Manufacturers.

13th April, 1962.

DEUSOL

12886—Oils for lighting, heating and lubricating; lubricating greases; industrial oils and greases (other than edible oils and fats and essential oils). CASTROL LIMITED, Castrol House, Marylebone Road, London, N.W. 1, England; Manufacturers.

13th April, 1962.

12883—Oils for lighting, heating and lubricating; lubricating greases; industrial oils and greases (other than edible oils and fats and essential oils). CASTROL LIMITED, Castrol House, Marylebone Road, London, N.W. 1, England; Manufacturers.

13th April, 1962.

ZALPON

12906—Candles, common soap, detergents; illuminating, heating, or lubricating oils; matches, and starch, blue, and other preparations for laundry purposes, and all goods included in the class. NEWTON, CHAMBERS & COMPANY LIMITED, a Company organised under the laws of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, Thorncliffe, Near Sheffield, England; Manufacturers.

9th April, 1962.

NO. 1 MORGAN'S HAIR DYE

This Trade Mark is to be limited to the colours light green and red lines.

Registration of this Trade Mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the numeral and the abbreviation "No. 1", the words finest quality and the picture of a man.

11574—Hair dye and all articles included in the class. DOMINIC AGBIM & CHRISTOPHER URADIKE trading as MESSRS DOMINIC AGBIM & BROTHERS, 3 Nwangene Street, Onitsha.

16th September, 1961.
12716—All goods included in class. DRAGOCO SPEZIALFABRIK KONZENTRIERTER RIECH-UND AROMASTROFFS GERBERING UND COMPANY G.m.b.H. (a Joint Stock Company organised and existing under the laws of the Federal Republic of Germany), 1 Dragoco Strasse, Holzminden on the Weser, Germany; Manufacturers.


BINT EL ISLAM

The meaning of the Arabic words "BINT EL ISLAM" is "THE DAUGHTER OF THE MOSLIMS".

12767—Perfumery (including toilet articles, preparation for the hair and perfumed soap). H. J. HASSAN, P.O. Box 2561, Accra, Ghana; Manufacturers.


GOLDEN HEAD

12720—Perfumery (including toilet articles, preparations for the teeth and hair, and perfumed soap). DEL FALLA (NIGERIA) LIMITED.


ORATAB


2nd April, 1962.
(SAME AS 12906)

12903—Perfumery (including toilet articles, preparations for the teeth and hair and perfumed soap) and all goods included in the class. NEWTON, CHAMBERS & COMPANY LIMITED, a Company organised under the Laws of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, Thorncliffe, Near Sheffield, England; Manufacturers.

9th April, 1962.

FLAIR

12924—Perfumery (including toilet articles, preparations for the teeth and hair, and perfumed soap). YARDELEY & COMPANY LIMITED, 105 Carpenters Road, Stratford, London, E., England; and 33 Old Bond Street, London, W., England; Manufacturing Perfumers and Soap Makers.

7th May, 1962.

WARDI DAN ANUGU

The meaning of the Hausa words “WARDI DAN ANUGU” is “ROSE OF ENUGU”.

12951—Perfumery (including toilet articles, preparations for the teeth and hair, and perfumed soap). COMPAGNIE FRANCAISE DE L’AFRIQUE OCCIDENTALE (a Société Anonyme organised under the laws of France), 32 Cours Pierre Puget, Marseille, France; 75 Whitworth Street, Manchester, England; West African Merchants.

8th May, 1962.

BOND STREET

12955—Perfumery (including toilet articles, preparations for the teeth and hair, and perfumed soap). YARDELEY & COMPANY LIMITED, 105 Carpenters Road, Stratford, London, E., England; and 33 Old Bond Street, London, W., England; Manufacturing Perfumers and Soap Makers.

7th May, 1962.

CLASS 49

(SAME AS 12692)

12693—Games of all kinds and sporting articles not included in other classes. HESSISCHE GUMMWARENBABRICK FRITZ PETER, Klein Auheim/ Ueber Hainau 1, Western Germany; Manufacturers.

16th March, 1962.

"SEAHORSE"

12725—Fishing lines, nets and netting including fishing nets and netting. LEVI JACKSON & SONS LIMITED, a British Company, Hobroyd, Glossop, Derbyshire, England; Manufacturers.

1st March, 1962.

ANGLOS

12812—Piece goods wholly or mainly of rayon, nylon, or other synthetic textile fibres. ANGLO FRENCH TRADING COMPANY LIMITED, a Company organised under the laws of Nigeria, 16 and 18 Balogun Square, Lagos, Nigeria; Manufacturers and Merchants.

8th February, 1962.

GODDARD’S

12845—Metal polish in liquid and powder form rouge for polishing, furniture cream, floor polish and floor-polishing wax; lapping media and vehicles for use therewith, and diamantine, all being in the nature of abrasives; polishes for plastics and for glass; shoe polishes, show creams; and cleaning preparations (not being colouring substances) for canvas, buckling and webbing. J. GODDARD & SONS LIMITED, a British Company, 15/35 Nelson Street, Leicester, England; Manufacturers/Merchants.

30th March, 1962.

IZAL

12868—Cleaning and polishing preparations. NEWTON, CHAMBERS & COMPANY LIMITED, a Company organised under the laws of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, Thorncliffe, Near Sheffield, England; Manufacturers.

9th April, 1962.
LONG LIFE

12870—Cleansing and polishing preparations and polishes. NEWTON, CHAMBERS & COMPANY LIMITED, a Company organised under the laws of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, Thorncliffe, Near Sheffield, England; Manufacturers.

9th April, 1962.

G R A N T S

12904—Cleansing and polishing preparations. NEWTON, CHAMBERS & COMPANY LIMITED, a Company organised under the laws of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, Thorncliffe, Near Sheffield, England; Manufacturers.

9th April, 1962.

SPIX


9th April, 1962.

DURAJOINT


9th April, 1962.

DURASEAL

12962—Laminated boards or sheet materials for decorative purposes and for use in the construction of furniture and for building construction. FORMICA INTERNATIONAL LIMITED, De La Rue House, 84/86 Regent Street, London, W.1, England; Manufacturers and Merchants.

9th May, 1962.

FORMICA

Government Notice No. 2322

Registrations Renewed

Note.—The classes of goods are written in Roman figures.

328 (XLI) THE UNITED AFRICA COMPANY.
331 (a) (XXIII) (a) & (b) ENGLISH SEWING COTTON COMPANY LIMITED.
2083 (XXII) FLETCHER HARDWARE LIMITED.
2248 (XXV) PATTERSON ZOCCHINI & CO. LIMITED.
3626 (1) BADISCHER ANLIS—& SODA-FABRIK AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT.
4327 (III) ASPRO-NICHOLAS LIMITED.
4459 (XXII) GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION.
5694 (XLIV) THE UNITED AFRICA COMPANY LIMITED.
5757 (1) & (10) WILLIAM WREN LIMITED.
5772 (III) WESTMINSTER LABORATORIES LIMITED.
5775 (III) WESTMINSTER LABORATORIES LIMITED.
5827 (XLVIII) FERDINAND MULHENS trading as Eau de Cologne and Parfumerie-Fabrik Glockengasse No. 4711.
5828 (1) THE SHELL COMPANY OF NIGERIA LIMITED.
5852 (XLVII) SHELL COMPANY OF NIGERIA LIMITED.
5853 (XLVII) SHELL COMPANY OF NIGERIA LIMITED.
5854 (XLVII) SHELL COMPANY OF NIGERIA LIMITED.
5855 (XLVII) SHELL COMPANY OF NIGERIA LIMITED.
5856 (XLVII) SHELL COMPANY OF NIGERIA LIMITED.
5857 (XLVII) SHELL COMPANY OF NIGERIA LIMITED.
5858 (XLVII) SHELL COMPANY OF NIGERIA LIMITED.
5859 (XLVII) SHELL COMPANY OF NIGERIA LIMITED.
5860 (XLVII) SHELL COMPANY OF NIGERIA LIMITED.
5861 (XLVII) SHELL COMPANY OF NIGERIA LIMITED.
5862 (XLVII) SHELL COMPANY OF NIGERIA LIMITED.
5863 (XLVII) SHELL COMPANY OF NIGERIA LIMITED.
5865 (XLVII) MOBIL OIL NIGERIA LIMITED.
5866 (XLVII) MOBIL OIL NIGERIA LIMITED.
5869 (XLVII) MOBIL OIL NIGERIA LIMITED.
5870 (XLVII) MOBIL OIL NIGERIA LIMITED.
5871 (XLVII) MOBIL OIL NIGERIA LIMITED.
5895 (III) INTERNATIONAL CHEMICAL COMPANY LIMITED.
5897 (III) INTERNATIONAL CHEMICAL COMPANY LIMITED.
5898 (III) JOHN WYETH & BROTHER LIMITED.
5922 (XLV) BENSON & HEDGES LIMITED.
5923 (XLV) E. L. SMITH LIMITED.
5929 (XLVII) AMERICAN HOME PRODUCTS CORPORATION.
5932 (VIII) PHILCO CORPORATION (a Corporation of the State of Pennsylvania).
5933 (XVIII) PHILCO CORPORATION (a Corporation of the State of Pennsylvania).
5934 (XXI) CHRYSLER CORPORATION, a Corporation of the State of Delaware.
5947 (XXIV) SOCIETE COMMERCIALE DE L'QUEST AFRI CAN.
5951 (XLVII) SHELL COMPANY OF NIGERIA LIMITED.
5954 (III) THE DENVER CHEMICAL MANUFACTURING COMPANY.
5963 (XXII) STURMEY-ARCHE GEARS LIMITED.
5974 (XXIII) (a) & (b) J. & P. COATS, LIMITED.
5976 (XXIV) JOSEPH PRIESTLEY & SON LIMITED.
5995 (XLI) THE NEW ZEALAND CO-OPERATIVE DAIRY COMPANY LIMITED.
6021 (XLV) CANADA DRY CORPORATION (a Corporation organised under the Laws of the State of Delaware, U.S.A.)
6056 (1) (7) & (10) J. & P. COATS LIMITED.
6063 (vi) NU-SWIFT LIMITED.
6111 (1) GLOVER PAINS LIMITED.
6129 (1) GLOVER PAINS LIMITED.

RCL68

OLAWALE FOLADIRI,

 Acting Registrar of Trade Marks
Subsequent Proprietors Registered

Note.—The names and addresses in small type are those of the former proprietors.

PUREX CORPORATION LTD., A CORPORATION ORGANISED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 501, CLARK AVENUE, IN THE CITY OF LAKEWOOD, STATE OF CALIFORNIA, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA: MANUFACTURERS. Potter Drug and Chemical Corporation (a Corporation duly established under and by virtue of the laws of the State of Main, United States of America), 123-153, Medford Street, Malden, Massachusetts, United States of America; Manufacturing Chemists. 4715 (III) and 4716 (XLVIII).

BEECHAM PROPRIETARY MEDICINES LIMITED TRADING ALSO AS MACLEANS, WESTFIELD STREET, ST. HELENS LANCASHIRE, ENGLAND. Macleans Limited, Great West Road, Brentford, Middlesex, England; Manufacturing Chemists. 5078 (XLVIII), 5079 (III), 8327 (III) and 10272 (III).

NESTLES PRODUCTS LIMITED, 309, NORTH SIDE OF BAY STREET, NASSAU, BAHAMA ISLAND: Merchants. Crosse and Blackwell Limited, 20 Soho Square, London, W., England; Manufacturers. 5555 (XLI) and 7231 (XLI).

UNION SAVONNIERE, SOCIETE ANONYME, 35 RUE MARTE, CLICHY, SEINE, FRANCE: MANUFACTURERS. Azurville (a Societe Anonyme organised under the Laws of France), 69 Boulevard Thiers, Algiers; Manufacturers and Merchants. 9846 (XLVIII).

OLAWALE FOLARIN,
Acting Registrar of Trade Marks
Ministry of Commerce and Industry
Lagos, 23rd August, 1962.

Government Notice No. 2324

Registrations Restored and Renewed

Note.—The classes of goods are written in Roman figures.

4388 (III) THE UNITED AFRICA COMPANY LIMITED
4389 (XLV) THE UNITED AFRICA COMPANY LIMITED

OLAWALE FOLARIN,
Acting Registrar of Trade Marks
Ministry of Commerce and Industry
Lagos, 23rd August, 1962.

Government Notice No. 2325

Unpaid Renewal Fees

1. THE MAKAWATER TEA COMPANY LIMITED 230 (42)
2. ENGLISH SEWING COTTON COMPANY LIMITED 331 (25a)
3. VIROL LIMITED 2318 (3)
4. THE SINGER MANUFACTURING COMPANY 4458 (13)
5. THE UNITED AFRICA COMPANY LIMITED 4462 (42)
6. J. & P. COATS LIMITED 4466 (23)
7. LAMPS ET ENTREPRISES ELECTRIQUES, S. A. 5815 (8)
8. CHEAPSIDE STORE 5848 (47)
9. LONDON & KANO TRADING CO. LTD. 5973 (48)
10. THE UNITED KINGDOM TOBACCO COMPANY LIMITED 5978 (45)

11. THE UNITED KINGDOM TOBACCO COMPANY LIMITED 5979 (45)
12. SMALL & PAKES LIMITED 5980-50 (10)
13. JOHN NEWTON BURTON 5981 (23a)
14. MARTINS LIMITED 5985 (45)
15. THE CHLORIDE ELECTRICAL STORAGE COMPANY LIMITED 5993 (8)
16. S.A.R.L. ROYER GUILLET & CIE 5998 (43)
17. ASHE LABORATORIES LIMITED 6014 (48)
18. ASHE LABORATORIES LIMITED 6016 (48)
19. JOHN NEWTON BURTON 6020 (24)
20. HENRY FRANC & LAUDER LIMITED 6026 (24)
21. MAY & BAKER LIMITED 6027 (1)
22. WM. SANDERS & CO. (WEDNESBURY) LIMITED 6030 (13)
23. IRELOTA TRADING COMPANY 6036 50 (10)
24. IRELOTA TRADING COMPANY 6037 (16)
25. IRELOTA TRADING COMPANY 6038 (32)

OLAWALE FOLARIN,
Acting Registrar of Trade Marks
Ministry of Commerce and Industry
Lagos, 23rd August, 1962.

Government Notice No. 2326

Cancellation of Applications of Proprietors

1. WEST AFRICAN COLD STORAGE COMPANY LIMITED 11775 (42)
2. THE UNITED AFRICA COMPANY LIMITED 11716 (48)
3. THE UNITED AFRICA COMPANY LIMITED 11923 (2)
4. WEST AFRICAN COLD STORAGE COMPANY LIMITED 11629 (42)

OLAWALE FOLARIN,
Acting Registrar of Trade Marks
Ministry of Commerce and Industry
Lagos, 23rd August, 1962.

Government Notice No. 2327

Corrections

The following Trade Marks were first advertised in the Official Gazette No. 55 Volume 49 of 17th July, 1962.

(a) The name of the Proprietor of Trade Mark No. 12232 advertised at page 952 is “MISS SHADE THOMAS” and not “MISS HADE THOMAS”.

(b) The date of application of Trade Mark No. 12256 advertised at page 957 is 9th August, 1961.

(c) The date of application of Trade Mark No. 12168 advertised at page 966 is 19th September, 1961.

OLAWALE FOLARIN,
Acting Registrar of Trade Marks
Ministry of Commerce and Industry
Lagos, 23rd August, 1962.